
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Thirty-Three 

 

 

Eight months later… 

 

George hung up his phone. It was somewhere close to the billionth time he had tried 

Max’s cell. No answer, as usual. 

He climbed out of his car and made his way up to the house where his construction crew 

was working. They were doing some renovations on a nice place in Blackheath before the new 

owners, Arthur and Willow Pickering, moved in at the end of the month. When they bought the 

house, the Pickerings loved everything about it except for the bathrooms and the kitchen. So, 

George and his people were bringing them up to the couple’s lofty standards. 



His first stop was the kitchen. Tommy and Austin were in there, putting up the new 

cupboards. Unlike a lot of his wealthy clients, the Pickerings weren’t the kind to ruin a classic 

abode with garishly modern tastes. Everything they chose—though still modern—blended in 

with the existing architecture. George had to admire them for that. 

“How’s it going, lads?” he asked. 

“Alright,” Tommy replied. “Should have these up and most of the doors on by the end of 

the day.” 

“Maybe even all the doors,” Austin rebutted. 

George smiled and gave them a wink. “Just get done what you can. No rush.” 

He checked on the bathrooms, next. Francis was working on the half-bath by himself, 

mainly because no one else could fit in there to help. Oscar and Rosie were installing the special 

tile work for the shower in one of the two full baths, while Rory was waiting for him in the other. 

They were going to tackle the plumbing for the sinks, today. 

The day went smoothly, with lunchtime arriving in a flash. The only problem during the 

second part of the day was when Francis caught his thumb with a hammer, splitting the nail. 

 

 

A couple days after Max had gotten on the helicopter, George got a little nervous that he 

hadn’t heard from him. He knew his friend could handle himself in most situations, so he let it go 

a few more days. Those few days turned into a month, and George was officially worried. 



During that period was when he started calling Max’s phone, doing so once an hour when he was 

awake, and sometimes when he got up in the middle of the night to piss or get a drink of water. 

After almost two months had passed, he contacted Sean, filling him in on his worries. 

“Do you think you can…I don’t know…check around your channels, see if there’s any 

word about a job going down back then?” George asked him. 

“I’ll see if I can dig anything up.” 

Sean called back two days later. “I’ve got nothin’. The only things happening around that 

date were on the other side of the globe.” 

George was deflated. “Well, thanks anyway.” 

“No worries. One thing I got to thinkin’ of, was he in contact with anyone else about 

this?” 

“There were a couple people he mentioned once or twice, but I can’t remember the names 

to save my life.” 

“Too bad. I’ll keep my ear to the ground for ya, just in case.” 

A couple weeks later, he texted Sean with an idea, asking if he knew any hackers that 

would be willing to help him out. Sean put him in touch with one who’d only identify themselves 

as Baron Anger and refused to meet in person. They communicated only through text. 

George gave the date he last saw Max and asked, I need to know if there’s been any 

activity of any kind, anywhere, since that day under the name Max Calvert. Also, I need 

any record of a helicopter that refueled at Wycombe Air Park that same day. 



He received the reply the next morning, Concerning Max Calvert activity: Zilch. 

Concerning helicopter Wycombe Air Park: No record of any landing that date or for two 

days either side. Sorry. 

George sent Sean a Venmo payment to be forwarded to the Baron. 

From that point, George was out of ideas beyond calling Max’s phone. Around the six-

month mark, he was down to just one call a day. George knew full well, deep inside, his friend 

was dead, yet there was a very small fire of hope still left. As long as that was burning, George 

would keep calling, keep searching for a definitive answer. 

 

 

Sean was beginning to get worried about George. He knew if this behavior continued for 

more than a year, it could easily become an irreversible obsession, and there were only a few 

months until that one-year mark. 

He had stopped by to visit George a couple times at the worksite. He looked and sounded 

like the man he’s always known, confident, in charge. Yet, there was something about George’s 

eyes, something darker, more tired, as if thinking about Max’s fate was eating away at his 

metaphysical self. 

He took George out for beers, one night, hoping to get him to relax, maybe forget about 

the Max situation. Though, if the man felt like talking, Sean figured he’d just let him, which 

might even get his brain working through things, getting him back on track. 



They talked football, work and women before George fell silent. Sean knew what was 

coming, and simply sat back and waited. 

“I should’ve never let him get on that helicopter.” 

“I didn’t know him well, but I got the impression he was a headstrong one. I doubt ya 

could’ve stopped him.” 

“I should’ve tried, dammit!” 

“Then ya’d both be dead. Anyone who shows up in a copter, demandin’ ya come alone, 

isn’t the type to let ya see their face and walk away.” 

“Well, I’m not dead, am I? And I saw his face.” 

“He’s also not gonna tip his hand if the man he’s there to pick up is agreein’ to go with. 

Plus, he’d also risk gettin’ killed by Max if he took ya out. No, he had a job, and he did it.” 

“Then I should’ve forced him to let me go, too.” 

“Same result.” Sean put his hand on George’s shoulder. “Y’re not thinkin’ logically. 

Even if this guy let ya on board the copter, there’s no sayin’ y’d’ve made it to the destination. He 

might’ve pushed ya out before they’d even cleared Wycombe’s airspace. If they could disappear 

the copter, they could definitely disappear reports of a body hittin’ their tarmac.” 

George nodded in agreement and took a swig of beer. 

“Or,” Sean continued, “if ya got to where they were going, they’d probably have killed 

ya, either right away or, at least, not too long after ya arrived. And, once again, then y’d both be 

dead.” George jerked his head around and wide-eyed him. Sean realized what he’d said and 

corrected, “Sorry. Presumed dead.” George relaxed and turned back to his beer. 



Sean took a sip of his, saying, “My point is, none of what potentially may have happened 

is your fault, and ya’ve gotta try and let go of that idea. It’s eatin’ ya alive.” 

George remained slumped on his barstool. He took a huge gulp of beer, then asked, 

“What can I do? I’ve got zero ideas, at this point. I just try calling his phone, hoping he’ll finally 

answer. If not him, then someone, then I might have a lead.” He put his head in his hands and 

exhaled loudly. “I don’t know…” 

“Neither do I, buddy. I do know ya can’t keep up like this.” 

They sat in silence, sipping. 

Finally, Sean asked, “What about the names ya’ve been tryin’ to remember? Any luck 

there?” 

George shook his head. “I really need to pay better attention when people talk. There was 

some forger in Geneva. And I know there was an FBI man, maybe two.” 

“There ya go,” Sean responded cheerfully. 

“What?” 

“The FBI. Give them a call.” 

“Call the FBI? And what? Ask for the person who had contact with Max?” 

“Why not? Or use those friends of his’ names’” 

George thought about it for a moment. “You know, that’s not a bad idea.” 

“See,” said Sean, smiling and taking a triumphant swig of his beer, “I can have one every 

once and a while.” 



 

 

While he was waiting for the afternoon to roll around, allowing for the time difference in 

Washington, DC, another thought struck George and he made a shot in the dark phone call. 

“Reid, here.” 

“Coby. It’s George.” 

“I hope this isn’t a call about another favor. I still have superiors breathing down my neck 

over the last one you asked for.” 

“Don’t worry, it’s not about a favor.” 

“Good. So, what’s going on?” 

“I need a favor.” 

“Motherfucker! I knew it! I’m hanging up, now.” 

“No! Wait!” 

There was a pause, and George was afraid Coby had actually hung up on him. Finally, 

Coby asked, “What is it?” 

“I just need a name. That’s all.” 

“A name? In regards to…?” 

“That friend of mine, the one you helped, he’s gone missing. I’m trying to figure out 

what happened to him, maybe talk with anyone he’s had contact with through this whole ordeal. 



I know he met with a forger in Geneva, but I can’t remember the man’s name for the life of me. 

Can you help?” 

Coby gave it some thought. “I suppose I can search our database, come up with a list of 

names. That doesn’t mean he’ll be on there. It’s only those we know of.” 

“That’d be great. Any help is appreciated.” 

“Yeah, yeah. I’ll email it to you. Shouldn’t be long.” 

It wasn’t. George had the list within the hour. It wasn’t very extensive, and the name 

jumped out at him almost instantly. The list had last known addresses, so he was able to get 

Leonz’s number easily. 

“Mr. Hager? I’m a friend of Max Calvert. My name’s George Davies. I understand you 

met Max, recently.” 

“I don’t recall anyone by that name.” 

“Please, sir. I’m not law enforcement. This call’s not tapped. I just need some 

information. Max has gone missing, and—” 

“Missing?! How? Does it have anything to do with Richard and Vanessa?” 

It wasn’t George’s place, so he sugarcoated things. “No, no. It’s something else, entirely. 

I was wondering if you’ve had any further contact with Max since he first came to you?” 

“I’m sorry, Mr. Davies—” 

“George, please.” 



“Alright. George. You may call me Leonz. I haven’t seen or heard from him. I wish I 

could be more help to you.” 

George was disappointed, but it was just a shot in the dark. “That’s perfectly fine, Leonz. 

I thank you for your time.” 

“You’re very welcome. Please, keep me updated.” 

“Will do.” 

 

 

That afternoon, George called FBI headquarters. 

“This may sound like a strange request,” he said to the woman who answered, “but I need 

to speak to the agent who contacted my friend, Max Calvert, in connection with one of his cases. 

One involving a Richard Gold and Vanessa Watkins. I can’t remember the agent’s name.” 

“Let me see if I can help you with that, sir. The names, again?” He repeated them and 

was put on hold. Several minutes later, the woman returned. “Sir? It looks like that was Special 

Agent Hanigan. I’ll connect you.” 

A click and two rings later, a gruff voice answered, “Hanigan.” 

“Agent Hanigan, my name is George Davies. I’m a friend of Max Calvert.” 

“What can I do for you, Mr. Davies?” 

George explained everything. Hanigan listened without interruption.  



“So,” George concluded, “is there anything you can do to maybe help find him or at least 

find out what happened?” 

Hanigan took a deep breath. “To tell you the truth, Mr. Davies, I don’t know. It’s 

been…what…over eight months? Any trail is not just cold, but erased from existence, by now. 

Besides, the Gold/Watkins case was downgraded back to a cold case two months ago, and my 

partner and I have moved on to others.” 

“Please. I’m not asking for you to reopen the case or spend resources or devote time you 

don’t have to this. I’m just asking if you can maybe keep an ear out for anything that might relate 

to Max and whatever happened to him. That’s all. It’ll take a lot of burden off my mind knowing 

others with more experience than me are taking an interest.” 

Hanigan gave it some heavy consideration before answering, “Okay. I’ll keep my eyes 

peeled for anything.” 

“Thank you so much.” 

“You realize I can’t promise anything will come from this. If it does, it may be years 

down the road.” 

“That’s perfectly alright with me. I just…I just needed an assurance, like this. I can’t tell 

you what a relief it will be for me.” 

 

 

The following day, at the Pickering’s, George and Rory were taking a break from their 

bathroom work to help Tommy and Austin with the granite countertops. Willow Pickering had 



chosen a simple River White for the style. The work was heavy, sweaty and one of the crew’s 

least favorite parts about renovations. All day long, George’s phone had been buzzing in his 

pocket, but he had no time to answer it. 

When they broke for lunch, George finally looked at his phone. Every call was from the 

same unknown number with an Ireland country code. He was about to call it back when the 

phone rang, again. Same number. 

“Hello?” George answered, with suspicious caution. 

That voice he’d been wishing to hear for eight months replied, “Hello, Shithead.” 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Thirty-Four 

 

 

Max kept his eyes locked on Moone’s gun, trying to be Zen about his situation, hoping to 

become “one” with the moment so he could maybe read the tension in the muscles of the man’s 

hand. It was a Hail Mary, he knew, but so was believing he would survive this encounter. 

Amazingly, he was able to see the moment when Moone tensed his finger on the trigger. 

Unfortunately, it did him very little good. When the gun fired, Max tried to turn his upper body, 

hoping if the bullet did enter, it would maybe be at such an angle that it kept from severely 

damaging anything internal. What, in actuality, it did was keep the bullet from exiting, allowing 

it to cut an odd diagonal deep into his tissues. Being a hollow point didn’t help matters much, 

either. 



The second part of his plan was simpler and easier to achieve. He deliberately stumbled 

backward after that first shot, edging close to the side of the yacht. Staying on his feet was an 

invitation for another bullet, but he needed the fall to look believable. He only hoped his swaying 

kept Moone’s aim off kilter enough to avoid fatality. The second bullet also traveled at an angle 

that kept it from making the full journey through, deflecting off the thicker edge of the scapula 

and lodging close to his lung. 

It was all he needed, though, as he hurled himself over the side. He managed a deep 

breath at the moment of the fall. The shock of both contacting the water and its freezing 

temperature kept him from immediately passing out, and he was able to think clearly enough to 

kick his legs hard and use his arms as best as they would work. Max shot down in the water until 

past the yacht’s hull, then swam with all his might, all his will to live, to the opposite side. He 

heard the other shots from Moone’s gun just before he went under the hull, even felt the ripples 

from a couple as they passed his legs. 

When he broke through the surface, he took another deep breath then dipped back under 

the water. He stayed just below the surface so he could see if they checked that side to see if he 

did exactly what he had done. When no faces appeared, he came back up for air, treading close 

to the hull to avoid detection. A few minutes later, the sound of the yacht’s engines being revved 

up filled his ears and vibrated his whole body. 

Max pushed away from the hull with what felt like the very last vestiges of his energy. 

He torpedoed out into the sea, gradually slowing to a stop at a safe distance from the boat as it 

cranked up to top speed. The last thing he saw was the yacht hightailing away, then he let his 

eyes shut and he fell into unconsciousness. 



 

 

Ben Tully was a seventh-generation commercial fisherman. He began helping his father, 

Fergus, on this very boat when he was only sixteen, literally taking over at thirty-two, when 

Fergus had a heart attack during a run. He died before they could reach shore. 

They weren’t a big operation. In fact, Ben was forced to cut the original six-man crew in 

half years ago, when a few bigger outfits moved into the area and his own profits took a massive 

hit. Now it was only himself, his first mate, Kieran Brennan, and two hands, Liam Kelly and 

Finbar Gallagher. It was a small, but fine, crew. Plus, they could be counted on not to talk about 

their runs. 

It’s not that the people of Drumdowney weren’t wise to how he was able to stay afloat, as 

it were. Yet, the less spoken aloud, the better. Loose lips, and all that. Besides, he had the most 

reasonable prices. 

The regulatory body that oversaw the industry had strict guidelines on where you could 

and couldn’t fish, due to the ever-present threat of extinction in some of the species. Once those 

bigger companies began trawling the area, Ben’s hauls got thinner and thinner. He wasn’t about 

to be the Tully that let the family business—what he liked to call his chosen inherited trade—

close its doors. 

So, he became the first Tully to break the law, to fish where it wasn’t permitted. 



He would eventually have to be the last Tully to own the boat, though. The only child he 

produced was his daughter, Maeve, his wife having died during her birth. He never remarried, 

never thought it an option. Mary had been his one and only. There was no replacing her. 

Maeve was her mother incarnate. She was a headstrong young woman in her early 

thirties, as beautiful as Mary and, without any coaxing from Ben, had become as adept at running 

the farm and the household as her mother had been. Maybe even better. 

For a while, Ben had thought he’d be giving or selling the boat to his son-in-law. Lately, 

it had become an unspoken certainty that Kieran would be the one taking over the business. The 

lad had his own wife, a sweet young girl named Jenny, and Maeve never seemed too interested 

in dating. Ben had resigned himself to the idea that she was going to take care of him until his 

last breath left him. 

He was in the wheelhouse, keeping watch with his binoculars like always, making sure 

there were no other vessels that might spot their activities. The crew was currently pulling in the 

net, filled with another good haul. 

Ben had spied the boat early in their run, but he decided to let it go and just keep an eye 

on it. It was almost too far away even for his binoculars to give much detail, but he could still tell 

it was one of those fancy, rich people boats. Unless they were aware of the commercial fishing 

statutes of the area, he had nothing to worry about from them. 

Occasionally, his attention would pull back to that fancy boat. At one point, he thought he 

saw a flash. He thought it might be a camera, maybe one of them fashion or porn magazines 

doing a photo shoot. It was none of his business who they were and what they were doing, but he 

kept watch, anyway. He may have been a widower, but he was still a man. 



A little later, Ben saw another flash. Soon after, it looked like someone heaved something 

over the boat’s side. It was large and cumbersome to the dumper. Maybe an inflatable raft? Two 

more flashes, in quick succession, followed. 

That was when someone fell overboard. 

There was no mistaking that. Even from that distance. 

A person tumbled over the side and into the water. 

Before he could give it too much thought, another person stepped to the boat’s side and 

fired several shots from a handgun into the water. 

Ben killed the engine. 

The crew was confused at the sudden stop. “Ben?” Kieran called out. “What’s going on?” 

Ben popped out of the wheelhouse, shushing his first mate. There was no way their 

voices would carry that far, but why take the chance? He quickly told them what he saw, handing 

them the binoculars so they could have a look. By the time the glasses got back to him, he saw 

the boat speed away like its tail was on fire. 

“We need to get over there,” Ben said. “Help whoever that is.” 

Before anyone could object, he was back in the wheelhouse, starting her up again. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Thirty-Five 

 

 

Max’s subconscious heard a boat engine. 

His brain thought it might be Moone coming to finish the job. 

As hard as it tried, his fight-or-flight couldn’t rise enough panic within Max to wake him. 

It also knew he was dangerously close to going under, again. 

For the final time. 

 

 

Kieran was in the wheelhouse with Ben, scanning the area with the binoculars. He 

suddenly pointed to a spot starboard and yelled, “There!” 



Yet, at the same instance, Ben was certain he had seen something off port. “Then what’s 

that over there?” he asked, pointing, as well. 

Kieran checked it out and said, “It’s another body. There’s two!” 

The starboard body was closer. Kieran left the wheelhouse to help Liam and Finbar. 

Using poles, they were able to pull the body near enough to reach. It was floating on its stomach, 

not moving on its own. The three of them each grabbed a portion of clothing and hauled it into 

the boat. 

Ben was watching from the wheelhouse doorway. “Well?” Kieran shook his head. Ben 

cursed and said, “Let’s get the other. They should at least get a proper burial.” 

He pointed the boat toward the other floater, pulling up closer to it. The men still needed 

the poles, but when they dropped it onto the deck, it let out a grunt. 

“He’s alive!” Kieran cried. 

 

 

The man had two bullet holes in his chest, but no exit wounds. Liam and Finbar held 

towels against the holes to staunch the bleeding the best they could. The cold temperature of both 

the water and the air was helping slow things down a touch, but not nearly enough. Ben was 

pushing his poor boat to its limits, trying to beeline for the shore. 

“When we get docked,” he said to Kieran, “hurry over to O’Reilly’s and ask Dinny if we 

can keep the dead one in their walk-in. Explain everything, then tell him if he does this for me, 



all football debts are forgotten. If he agrees, tell him not to talk to the Garda until I talk to him 

first.” 

“What’ll you tell the Garda?” 

“I haven’t figured that out, yet. I’ll tell you, though, this is one of those times I’m glad the 

nearest station’s in Graffy.” 

 

 

As they pulled into Drumdowney Docks, Ben had to mentally remind himself to cut back 

on the engines, something he hadn’t needed to do since he was learning how to drive the beast 

back in his teens. Yet, he still gave his dock a good rattle, bumping it harder than usual as he 

pulled up to it. The crew were over the side and tying it down before the engine rumble had 

quieted. 

Kieran took off running to O’Reilly’s Pub. Many of the people who’d been out shopping 

were either stopped and gawking at Ben’s boat or slowly walking toward it, and all were 

wondering what the commotion was all about. As Kieran dodged and weaved through the crowd, 

he was abruptly halted by a hand grabbing his arm. He swung around and was face-to-face with 

Maeve Tully. 

“Kieran? What’s going on?” 

“Sorry, Maeve. No time. Got to get to the pub.” 

He broke free from her grip and started running, again. 

“Is something wrong with Dad?” 



Kieran turned and called back, “No. Yes. No. Everything’s fine.” 

Maeve dropped her shopping basket, its vegetables spilling all over the sidewalk, and 

started running toward the boat. It was difficult going, with the crowd thickening the closer she 

got to the dock. When she was able to finally break free of the people, she found her father, Liam 

and Finbar loading a man into the back of Ben’s truck. 

“Dad?! Who’s that?” 

Her voice surprised Ben. “Maeve?! What are you…never mind. We’re taking him to Doc 

O’Dowd’s.” He turned to Finbar and instructed, “Fin, you stay here and get help offloading the 

catch.” 

“Aye,” he replied. 

Liam had climbed into the flatbed. Ben opened the driver’s side door and, as he did, 

Maeve ran around to the other side and climbed into the truck’s cab. 

“What exactly do you think you’re doing, young lady?” Ben asked, annoyed. 

“Going with. What’s it look like?” 

“Hell you are.” 

Maeve gave him the same look Mary used to all the time. It was a look that simply said, 

“You can’t stop me,” while simultaneously saying, “Don’t call me ‘young lady.’” 

“Fine,” he relented, and climbed into the truck. 

 

 



Liam almost fell out of the truck bed three times on the way to Doc O’Dowd’s 

house/practice, not counting almost being thrown over the cab when Ben finally stopped. Doc 

was waiting out front when they pulled up, having received numerous calls from town citizens 

who were at the docks, plus having heard the incessant honking from Ben as they approached. 

Doc helped Ben and Liam move the body into his exam room. “Who wants to tell me 

what happened?” Ben filled him in on how they found the man, and about the other that was—

hopefully—being held in Dinny O’Reilly’s walk-in freezer. 

Doc sliced the shirt off him and examined the wounds. “Okay,” he said to the room, 

“everybody out except Maeve.” Then to the woman, “I’m going to need your assistance.” 

Maeve nodded and the other two exited the room. 

Ben turned to Liam and said, “No sense in us both waiting around. Why don’t you take 

the truck back to the dock, help with the offloading.” 

“Won’t you need it?” 

Ben shook his head. “Maeve and I can hoof it back to town, no problem. It’ll get you 

there quicker, so the sooner you can help.” 

 

 

The surgery took a long time, longer than Ben probably expected, not being familiar with 

such procedures. When the exam room door opened and Doc and his daughter stepped through 

it, Ben realized he’d dosed off for a bit. A mixture sticky-slick dark red and dried mud-brown 

coated both their clothes. 



“Well, it wasn’t easy,” Doc said. “Those bullets were in there deep. Luckily for him, 

nothing vital was hit, though one came dangerously close to puncturing his lung. Instead, he only 

suffered tissue damage, although plenty of that, to be sure.” 

“So, he’ll be alright?” Ben asked. 

“I give him a decent seventy percent chance of survival. These next couple days will be 

crucial. There’ll be a lot of infection to fight. Then he’ll have a long road to rehab.” He reached 

into the pocket of his lab coat. “And you have no idea who he is?” 

“None.” 

Doc pulled a Ziploc bag containing a waterlogged wallet, keys and a ruined cell phone 

from the pocket and handed it to Ben. “The ID in there says his name’s Max Calvert. He’s an 

American. He’s also damned fortunate you were out there when you were. Maeve, if I might 

speak to your father alone?” 

“Sure,” she replied. “I’ll wait out front for you,” she told Ben. He nodded and Maeve 

stepped out the front door. 

“Ben, I’m sure you know what I’m required to do in these circumstances?” 

“Please, Doc. Do we really need to get the Garda involved?” 

“It’s the law, Ben. I have to report any gunshot wounds.” 

“I know, but can you hold off? Favor to me? You know I can’t have them poking their 

noses into my business, especially why I was out where I found him.” 

“Ben…” 



“If they start asking questions, I could lose my license.” 

“He could be a criminal. I’d even put money down that he is, based solely on the story 

you told me about what happened. Normal, everyday people don’t go getting shot on yachts.” 

“You’re right, he could be. But, what if he’s not a criminal? In that case, he could be in a 

lot of danger. And maybe turning him over to authorities would be the same as killing him 

ourselves?” 

“You had too much time to think about this. And, I think it leans more in my favor, old 

friend.” 

“Even so, shouldn’t we wait until he’s well enough to answer that question himself, 

rather than acting on our random speculations?” 

Doc mulled that over, his finger stroking his chin. 

“Listen, Doc, let me help him get better. If it turns out he’s a criminal, we’ll turn him 

over to the Garda. Say we found him washed up on the beach, or something.” 

After another minute of thought, Doc finally said, “Alright. You have a deal.” 

Ben was relieved. “Thank you. Thank you so much.” 

“Well, I couldn’t let my favorite fisherman go out of business, could I? Besides, Maeve 

already made the same argument you just did.” 

Ben was taken aback. “Did she, now?” 

Doc smiled. “Like father, like daughter.” 


